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Case: 54456 Data refresh issue when period 10 is closed at the same time as 11
Fixed a bug in the Finance data refresh when period 10 was closed at the same time as period 11 (or the same time as both
period 11 and 12) where the system would then try to archive period data > "9" instead of > "09" which would require manual
intervention from us to fix.

Case: 54869 Retain subtotal lines when using "Suppress $0 Lines"
When using the "Suppress $0 Lines" filter (but the "Suppress Subtotals" is not used) the Trial Balance report will now retain any
subtotal lines which net to zero. The problem was if there were multiple detail lines which were non zero but the subtotal amount
would net to zero, the subtotal would be hidden when it really shouldn't have been. The behavior will now be as expected for all
four combinations of using the two "Suppress $0 Lines" and "Suppress Subtotals" filters. If your organization has an existing
customization for the Trial Balance report, it will likely need to be updated to be compatible with this new change. If this new
behavior is problematic a customization could be created to revert to the old behavior.
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Global Changes That Affect All Applications

Case: 50074 Concatenate fails if too many values
When using the "Concatenate" group function on the Advanced Options tab, if the result is more than 4000 characters long it will
now be truncated and end with "...(NUM)" where (NUM) is the number of remaining characters that were truncated.

Case: 53842 Add ability to see query on the Query Viewer page
When a user has access to the Query Builder screen, then a read only copy of the query will appear on the Query Viewer screen
below the Query Results grid.

If a user does not have access to the Query Builder and they only have access to the Query Viewer, then there is no change in
behavior and the user will not see the SQL statement that was used to generate the results.

Case: 53987 Table Builder - determining the Column Name
Fixed a bug when using an Excel import with the Create Table wizard to create a custom data entry table: the XL Column Name
dropdown wasn't consistently automatically populating and would require the user to perform the mapping manually for each
field.

Case: 54038 Show the user audit information for Form Generator
Added an info icon to the Form Generator list of templates to show the Created By, Created On, Updated By, Updated On fields
for each template.

Case: 54272 Error updating Hyperlink with Condition of "All Values"
Fixed a bug that was preventing editing hyperlinks with the condition comparison set to "All Values."

Case: 54383 Form Editor- add can shrink/grow properties to richtext/textbox
Added "can shrink" and "can grow" properties to richtextbox and textbox controls.

Case: 54430 Form Editor - Enhancements
A number of form designer enhancements which include snap positioning, multi item select and move,  copy + paste, color picker
and much more!

Case: 54473 Field Search Report: Add Tooltip column
Tooltip information has been added.  You can adjust whether new columns and/or filters are added/enabled via the Administration
tab of the report.

Case: 54529 Timeout threshold for delayed send communication events
Timeout threshold for communication events was set to 60 minutes in one location, and 200 minutes in another location. Made
these consistent at 200 minutes (but this can be changed on a site by site basis if necessary).

Case: 54554 Form Editor - New Grid options
Added two new grid properties:
1. Alternate color - true/false
2. Header - true/false
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Case: 54589 Count and display on DATE column does not allow column filter
Fixed an issue when using Count (and Display) on the Advanced Options tab for a column that is a date type, the system wasn't
allowing column filters on the resultant columns.

Case: 54740 Blackout Windows not showing on Global Events homepage tab
Blackout windows were not appearing on the Global Events tab of the Scheduler section of the homepage. They would appear on
the Personal Pinned Reports tab and the Communication Centre tab, they just weren't showing on the Global Events tab. This
has been fixed.
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